ASTERIX MINI BUST
Imported from France! Attakus honors one of the most popular comics in the world with the launch of a brand-new collection: an amazing series of Asterix busts, featuring the memorable characters from the classic books! Over fifty years after his debut in the pages of Pilote, Asterix the Gaul and his friends have starred in 34 graphic albums, 8 animated films, and 3 live-action films. Asterix, the Gaul with attitude, stands 6" tall atop a base sculpted in the style of chiseled granite. Limited to 3,500 pieces worldwide and part of Attakus' Petibonum Collection, the Asterix Mini-Bust is certain to be loved by the millions of fans of Rene Goscinny's work. Each statue comes numbered with a Certificate of Authenticity. Scheduled to ship in January 2011. (133/AS001) (C: 0-1-3)

NOTE: Not available in France and Canada.

Mini-Bust ..................................................PI

OBELIX MINI BUST
Imported from France! Asterix and Obelix, the Gaulish heroes of Rene Goscinny's long-running graphic album series, are inseparable, and when Attakus launches their line of high-quality Asterix Mini-Busts, where Asterix goes so too much Obelix! Obelix, with his simple, childlike ways, isn't fat, he just has a powerful physique, and this sculpt brings that to life with a 7 3/4" tall mini-bust that stands, like the menhir that Obelix often carries about his Gaulish village, atop a base that resembles chiseled granite. Part of Attakus' Petibonum Collection and limited to 3,500 pieces worldwide, Obelix is made of resin. Each statue comes numbered with a Certificate of Authenticity. Scheduled to ship in January 2011. (133/AS002) (C: 0-1-3) NOTE: Not available in France and Canada.

Mini-Bust ................................................PI

CACOFONIX MINI BUST
In Roman-era Gaul, tales were told and songs were sung by the village bard, who entertained the rabbles with epic tales of history and legend. For Asterix and Obelix, their village's bard was Cacofonix, a musician of some repute with an easy faculty for the many and varied instruments of his era. A preening and somewhat aloof man, Cacofonix is brought to life by Attakus, who sculpts the bard out of resin for this 6 1/4" tall mini-bust. Limited to 2,000 pieces worldwide and part of Attakus' Petibonum Collection, the Cacofonix bust will be a musical treat for every fan of Rene Goscinny's beloved Asterix graphic albums. Each statue comes numbered with a Certificate of Authenticity. Scheduled to ship in January 2011. (133/AS004) (C: 0-1-3) NOTE: Not available in France and Canada.

Mini-Bust ..................................................PI

GETAFIX MINI BUST
Imported from France! Getafix reigns over the Gaulish village in Rene Goscinny's long-running Asterix graphic albums. Known in France by another name, Panoramix, Getafix is more than just a ruler; he also knows the potions that give the Gauls the enormous strength that they need in defending their village from the Roman legions. Sculpted from resin, Getafix stands 6 1/4" tall atop a chiseled granite-styled base and is limited to 2,000 pieces worldwide as part of Attakus' Petibonum Collection. Each statue comes numbered with a Certificate of Authenticity. Scheduled to ship in January 2011. (133/AS003) (C: 0-1-3) NOTE: Not available in France and Canada.

Mini-Bust ..................................................PI

OBELIX AND DOGMATIX MINI BUST
Since the debut of Rene Goscinny's Asterix in the pages of Pilote in 1959, the adventures of Asterix the Gaul and his friends have been published in over 107 languages, with worldwide sales of 330 million copies. Obelix, Asterix's best friend, and his canine companion Dogmatix are sculpted as part of Attakus' Olympus Collection of Asterix Mini-Busts. Made of resin and limited to 800 pieces worldwide, this statue stands 10" tall. Each statue comes numbered with a Certificate of Authenticity. Scheduled to ship in January 2011. (133/AS101) (C: 0-1-3) NOTE: Not available in France and Canada.

Mini-Bust ..................................................PI
MEGAHOUSE G.E.M.: NARUTO SHIPPUDEN — KAKASHI STATUE
Great news for Naruto fans! Toynami will be exclusively bringing North American fans MegaHouse’s G.E.M series of statues for the new Naruto Shippuden series. For the debut of this line, the leader and teacher of Team 7, Hatake Kakashi, is brought to life as a 1/8-scale statue. Standing 9 1/2” tall, Hatake comes with 2 pairs of interchangeable hands and 2 interchangeable heads. Window box packaging. Scheduled to ship in January 2011. (4522/MEG811333) (C: 1-1-3)

NOTE:
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.

Statue .......................................................................................................... PI

THUNDERCATS: LION-O 1/4-SCALE MUSEUM STATUE
Here it is — the ultimate ThunderCats collectible! ThunderCats was one of most popular afternoon animated programs of the 1980s, with its cast of feline adventurers from the stars, making their home on a post-apocalyptic Earth ruled by the malevolent Mum-Ra. The leader of the Thundercats, the magisterial Lion-O, is brought to life as a dynamic and massive 1/4-scale statue that stands over 34” tall! Sculpted by Khurram Alavi, this collectible will be limited to under 1,000 pieces and will include a signed Certificate of Authenticity signed by Jerry Macaluso. Scheduled to ship in March 2011. (7539/LIONO001) (C: 0-1-3)

Statue ........................................................................................................ $275.00

CONAN

O/A CONAN THE CONQUEROR STATUE — FAUX BRONZE EDITION

Last year, the C.S. Moore Studio released the monumental Conan the Conqueror Statue, which became the centerpiece of many collections. Now this awe-inspiring, 1/7-scale statue is presented with a striking faux bronze finish. The massive statue, which is 18" in length and approximately 15" tall, depicts a mounted Conan from the stunning painting by legendary fantasy artist Frank Frazetta for the cover of Conan the Conqueror. Don’t miss this incredible, investment quality sculpture. Limited to 300 numbered pieces. Available Now! (6783) (C: 0-1-4)

Statue ........................................................................................................ $399.00
**FEATURED ITEM**

**DOCTOR WHO**

**DOCTOR WHO: MATT SMITH AS THE ELEVENTH DOCTOR MAXI-BUST**

Imported from the UK! Titan Merchandise proudly debuts the inaugural items in their limited edition, high-quality Doctor Who Masterpiece Collection! This beautifully-sculpted 8” Eleventh Doctor maxi-bust perfectly recreates Matt Smith’s quirky, brilliantly quick-witted, and star-making performance as the fiercely cerebral, super-intelligent, utterly tireless eleventh incarnation of the last of the Time Lords, the Doctor. Every physical detail of the latest galaxy-saving Time Lord, from his trademark quiff to his natty tweed jacket and newly-engineered sonic screwdriver, is brilliantly captured in this astonishingly detailed three-quarter length 8” tall maxi-bust. Scheduled to ship in March 2011. (893/DWMMSW001) (C: 0-1-3)

Mini-Bust...........................................$69.99

**DOCTOR WHO: AMY POND MAXI BUST**

Imported from the UK! Titan Merchandise continues their highly-anticipated Doctor Who Masterpiece Collection with the second item in their inaugural release, the Amy Pond Maxi-Bust! This beautifully-sculpted 8” bust celebrates Karen Gillan’s powerhouse performance as one of the Doctor’s most popular assistants of all time: sassy, sexy, and fearless style icon Amy Pond! Her lips pursed, her attitude ready for action, the beautiful Ms. Pond is captured amazingly accurately in this astonishingly detailed three-quarter length premium sculpt. Scheduled to ship in March 2011. (893/SWBKGA001) (C: 0-1-3)

Mini-Bust...........................................$69.99

**DISNEY**

**BEAUTY AND THE BEAST: BELLE & THE BEAST, A NEW CHAPTER BEGINS STATUE**

Belle, dressed in her wintertime finery, pauses in front of a cozy fire in the recesses of an enchanted castle while the Prince, cursed into a beastly form, attends to his beautiful visitor. This finely sculpted, hand-painted and kiln-fired porcelain statue captures the story of the beauty that lies within us all, and love’s power to set it free. Based on original Disney animation reference from the Academy Award-nominated 1991 feature film, this statue sculpted by Dusty Horner stands 11 1/4” high and includes a Disney Certificate of Authenticity. Scheduled to ship in January 2011. (587/4010539) (C: 0-1-3)

Statue.............................................$325.00

**OFFERED AGAIN**

**O/A WALT DISNEY CLASSICS COLLECTION: RUNAWAY BRAIN — MICKEY MOUSE FIGURINE**

Mickey’s in a monstrous mess; thanks to the manic meddling of a mad simian scientist named Dr. Frankenollie, his brain has been switched into the body of a destructive monster named Julius! No wonder Mickey’s normally friendly-appearing self now looks so ridiculously twisted! Disney artists have referenced original film animation and drawings from the 1995 animated short, Runaway Brain, for this 6” tall Mickey statue sculpted by Patrick Romandy-Simmons. The statue comes with a Disney Certificate of Authenticity and collectible gift box. Available Now!

Figurine.....................................................................................................$135.00

**FANTASY**

**THE GRUDGE: DWARF RESIN MINI-BUST KIT**

Of all the races populating the many lands of Adon, no race carries the torch of vendetta like the dwarves. Dwarves have long memories and they take offense personally. Wars are fought and won over matters of pride and honor and only the dwarves are so quick to address a perceived slight against themselves, their kin, or their kind. Even the death of the offended dwarf will not release one from the unyielding mithril shackle of vengeance! Sculpted by Jason Wiebe, this unpainted single-part resin mini-bust stands 3” tall. BASE not included. Scheduled to ship in January 2011. (5000/RPR30014) (C: 0-1-2)

Unpainted Resin Mini-Bust (RPR 30014).........................................................$39.99
BETA RAY BILL STATUE
A Bowen Designs Sculpt! On the Korbinite homeworld, one of their greatest warriors was subjected to tests and torments to judge his suitability to become their champion and protect them as they fled from the alien scourge that threatened them. He was Beta Ray Bill, and in a battle with the Norse god Thor he separated Thor from his enchanted hammer Mjolnir and took it up himself, becoming imbued with the powers of Thor! After a challenge by Odin, Beta Ray Bill was given his own enchanted hammer — Stormbreaker — and he became Thor's oath-brother and the hero his Korbinite people needed. This 16" tall statue, sculpted by Jason Smith, brings to life Walt Simonson's cosmic equine hero. Scheduled to ship in February 2011. (8824) (C: 0-1-3)
Statue........................................................................................................$200.00

VALKYRIE STATUE
A Bowen Designs Sculpt! Chosen by Odin, the King of the Norse Gods, to lead the Valkyrior, the warrior goddess Brunnhilde became known as the Valkyrie, a nigh-immortal warrior who has fought on Earth and in the nine realms against evil as she leads her warrior-sisters in their mission to ferry the souls of the departed to the realm of the dead. On Earth, she has fought alongside the Defenders and the Secret Avengers, and now she is brought to life as a 14" tall statue designed by Randy Bowen. Scheduled to ship in January 2011. (8824) (C: 0-1-3)
Statue.....................................................................................................$190.00

HULK: PLANET HULK MINI-BUST
A Bowen Designs Sculpt! The Hulk, banished from Earth to a distant world by a cabal known as “the Illuminati,” became a gladiator and a heroic champion on that barbaric alien world in Greg Pak and Carlo Pagulayan’s “Planet Hulk” storyline. The barbarian Hulk is sculpted digitally by the story’s artist Carlo Pagulayan for this 8 1/2" tall mini-bust. The battle for the planet Sakaar has begun! Scheduled to ship in January 2011. (8824) (C: 0-1-3)
Mini-Bust.................................................................................................................................$80.00

IRON MAN 2 MOVIE: MARK V BRIEFCASE SUIT PROP REPLICA
When Tony Stark needs a portable version of his Iron Man armor, for emergency use, he turns to the Mark V travel armor. Lightweight enough to be portable, this armor, when stored resembles a briefcase, can fold out quickly and easily into a fully-formed Iron Man suit. Durable enough to withstand both conventional and energy weapons, due to the portable nature of the armor it lacks some of the flight capabilities of the heavier Mark IV and Mark VI armors. This prop replica from Museum Replicas replicates the Iron Man Mark V armor in its briefcase form. Scheduled to ship in February 2011. (5465/885036) (C: 0-1-4)
Prop Replica.........................................................................................................................$450.00
**BORIS KARLOFF RESIN MINI-BUST KIT**

Known for the original portrayals of the Frankenstein Monster, The Mummy, and the many other characters he played in the unique and unsurpassed Golden Age of Hollywood in the 1930s and 1940s, Boris Karloff was the master of Universal Films’ glory years of movie monsters. This sculpture is of Boris Karloff without make-up, as himself, from the 1930’s. Cast in solid resin, the bust comes in two pieces — bust and base. The bust quickly attaches to the base and stands 6” tall when assembled. Sculpted by Ray Santoleri and licensed by Karloff Enterprises, this 1/4-scale bust comes unpainted and unassembled, with a suggested B&W paint scheme shown on the box. Scheduled to ship in January 2011. (4579) (C: 0-1-3)

**THE NIGHTMARE BEFORE CHRISTMAS BOOKENDS**

Show off your holiday spirit, in true Nightmare Before Christmas style, when you place these bookends, based on Tim Burton’s enchanting fantasy, on your shelves. Made of resin and hand-painted, these bookends of Jack reading in his “Eureka!” moment or of Jack standing on the scenic spiral hill are beautifully ghastly decorations that will help you keep your books standing upright and ready for reading! Scheduled to ship in January 2011. (6338) (C: 1-1-3) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.

**SUCCER PUNCH: AMBER STATUE**

You won’t believe your eyes when you see these girls kick some serious butt in Zack Snyder’s new film Sucker Punch! The flight pilot specialist, Amber (played by actress Jamie Chung) is sculpted with precision details and hand painted by professional artisans. This expertly crafted large scale statue stands an amazing 18” tall and includes a realistic, scaled hand gun, clear cast lollipop, authentic flight suit costuming, and a stunning character likeness. Cast in high-quality polystone, this strictly limited edition collectible is sure to impress. Scheduled to ship in April 2011. (5498/80075) (C: 0-1-4)

**SUCCER PUNCH: BABY DOLL STATUE**

Sucker Punch, set in the 1950s, tells the story of Baby Doll (Emily Brown ing) who, trying to hide from the pain caused by her evil stepfather, is imprisoned in a mental institution where she starts to imagine an alternate reality. In order to cope, she enters the hyper-real world of her imagination, and the lines between reality and dream begin to blur. Sculpted with precision details and hand-painted by professional artisans, this expertly crafted large-scale statue stands an amazing 18” tall and features an inscribed samurai sword, 1911 pistol, authentic costuming and a stunning character likeness, all cast in high-quality polystone. Director Zack Snyder has described his new film as “Alice in Wonderland with machine guns”, including dragons, B-25 bombers giant Mech suits and armies of undead German soldiers! Scheduled to ship in April 2011. (5498/80073) (C: 0-1-4)
TOY STORY: BUZZ LIGHTYEAR STATUE

Electric Tiki proudly presents the latest statue in their Classic Heroes Collection, BUZZ LIGHTYEAR. He first appeared in 1995 in the Disney/Pixar classic TOY STORY as the Space Ranger toy who thought he was an actual Space Ranger. Surrounded by other classic toys including an old-fashioned cowboy named Woody, Buzz eventually realized the value of being part of a child's life. Standing 9” high atop a 2 1/2” base (inspired by classic building blocks), Electric Tiki's Buzz Lightyear statue was created from digital data files from the actual film. Buzz Lightyear is also in scale to the companion Classic Heroes Woody statue too! Extremely limited to initial orders, Buzz is the perfect addition to any collection. Scheduled to ship in May 2011. (5286/900473) (C: 0-1-4)

Statue.................................................................................................$179.99

TOY STORY: WOODY STATUE

Electric Tiki proudly continues their Classic Heroes Collection with WOODY, the wooden toy who first charmed audiences in the Disney/Pixar classic TOY STORY! A cowboy doll who thinks his time as Andy's favorite toy is coming to an end, Woody is surrounded by other classic toys where he learns a valuable lesson about loyalty and friendship. Standing 12” tall atop a 2 1/2” base (inspired by classic building blocks), Electric Tiki's Woody statue was created from digital data files from the actual film. Woody is also in scale to the companion Classic Heroes Buzz Lightyear statue. Extremely limited to initial orders, Woody is the perfect addition to any collection. Scheduled to ship in May 2011. (5286/900474) (C: 0-1-4)

Statue.................................................................................................$179.99

HARRY POTTER: CHARACTER CASTING KITS

Follow the easy step-by-step instructions to create your very own miniature character busts from the magical worlds of HARRY POTTER! Mold and cast out highly detailed models of Harry Potter and Albus Dumbledore or Voldemort and Severus Snape, then decorate them with included metallic model paints! Each kit includes gypsum plaster, 2 flexible character molds exclusive to each kit, mold box, paint brush, and metallic finishing paints. For ages 5 and up, for use with adult supervision. Scheduled to ship in December 2010. (6338/713299) (C: 1-1-3)

NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.

Casting kit ..........................................................$179.99

POP CULTURE

LOONEY TOONS CARTOON RODS SNAP-IT MODEL KITS

The Road Runner and Wile E. Coyote have long chased one another through the dusty domains of the American Southwest, and their eternal struggle, so long chronicled in Warner Bros.' beloved Looney Toons cartoons, continues with Round 2's Cartoon Rods model kits! These beginner model kits are filled with fun and are easy to assemble, with no need for painting or glue as the pre-painted and molded color pieces snap together. Choose from Road Runner and the Beep Beep Model "T" (5 1/4” long) for hot-rodding action, Road Runner and the Rail Rider (9” long) for those railroad chases, or Wile E. Coyote's Wile E. Willys (4” long) for putting the chase to the Road Runner. Each model kit comes with a pre-painted vinyl figure of the Road Runner or the Coyote we know and love. Beep beep! Scheduled to ship in January 2011. (7170) (C: 1-1-3)

NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.

BEEP BEEP "T" (MPC718)—Model Kit ..............................................$21.99
THE RAIL RIDER (MPC720)—Model Kit .....................................$21.99
WILE E. WILLY'S (MPC719)—Model Kit .....................................$21.99
STRANGE CHANGE MODEL KITS

Two fan-favorite model kits of the 1970s are back as Round 2 reintroduces a new generation to the Strange Change model kits! Each kit consists of a coffin with a desiccated body within. Close the lid, however, and when you reopen the coffin you are confronted with a terror — the shambling Mummy or the bloodthirsty Vampire! It’s classic modeling terror! Some assembly required. Scheduled to ship in January 2011. (7170) (C: 1-1-3)

NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.

THE MUMMY (MPC75512) — Model Kit ........................................................ $43.99

THE VAMPIRE (MPC75612) — Model Kit ................................................... $43.99

X-1 EXPERIMENTAL

Bell X-1 1/18-Scale Prebuilt Display Model

On Tuesday morning, October 14, 1947, the world stood on the brink of history. From the airstrip at Muroc Army Air Field, a B-29 took off into the cool desert sky, carrying beneath it the Bell X-1 # 46-062. At about 10:30, the X-1 dropped from the B-29 and, with Chuck Yeager at the controls, the experimental airplane rapidly climbed to an altitude of 40,000 feet. Soon, it broke through the sound barrier, reaching a speed of Mach 1.06, the first manned aircraft to do so and Yeager became the fastest man alive. Nicknamed the Glamorous Gleniss, this historic aircraft is recreated with this pre-built model kit that measures 23" long and has working landing gear and other authentic details. Scheduled to ship in January 2011. (1283/8902) (C: 1-1-3)

NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories.

Model ......................................................................................................... $59.99

DOC SAVAGE FAUX BRONZE REALART STATUE

Doc Savage is undoubtedly one of the most famous characters to come out of the pulps. Street and Smith Publications’ Doc Savage Magazine ran from 1933 to 1949 and was revived in the early 1960s as paperbacks. Those paperbacks identified the look we at-tribute to the Man of Bronze today. This statue is Reelart’s tribute to Doc Savage as drawn by renowned cover artist Bob Larkin. Sculpted by Tony Cipriano and paint mastered by Kat Sapene, this special Bronze Edition of Reelart’s Doc Savage Statue is limited to only 50 pieces and comes with a special customized Certificate of Authenticity. Scheduled to ship in January 2011. (1077/DH10173) (C: 0-1-3)

Statue.................................................................................................................. $399.99

MOON BUS PREFINISHED DISPLAY MODEL

One of the most widely-requested reproduction model kits of all time returns! Originally released in 1969, the Moon Bus Model Kit, based on the vehicle seen in Stanley Kubrick’s groundbreaking film 2001: A Space Odyssey, is newly tooled and now available in finished form! Its updated windows give this “classic” a modern look. Ready to display, the model features a removable roof with a crew of astronauts. Scheduled to ship in January 2011. (7593/220011) (C: 0-1-3)

Prefinished Model Kit ................................................................................ $69.99

STAR WARS: COMMANDER CODY “ORDER 66” 1/5-SCALE RESIN STATUE

Imported from France! Always at the side of Obi-Wan Kenobi as the Galactic Republic fought for its very existence against the Separatists during the Clone Wars, Commander Cody was as loyal and devoted to the Republic cause as a clone trooper could be — until the moment that Supreme Chancellor Palpatine issued Order 66 and latent programming activated and turned the galaxy’s clones into weapons against their Jedi guardians. This 1/5-scale statue that stands 15 3/4” tall from At-takus captures Commander Cody in the thrall of “Order 66,” where he stands on the precipice of fate itself. This statue comes with working lights that require 3 LR41 watch batteries (included). Limited to 750 pieces, Commander Cody is made of polystone and comes with a Certificate of Authenticity. Scheduled to ship in February 2011. (133/SW102) (C: 0-1-3)

NOTE: Not available in France and Canada.

Statue .......................................................................................................... $329.99
STAR WARS: DARTH VADER 1/10-SCALE RESIN STATUE
Imported from France! He was once Anakin Skywalker. But that Jedi Knight has died, and in his place stands the Dark Lord of the Sith, Darth Vader. Attakus begins their new Elite Collection, a limited edition 1/10-scale Star Wars statue line, with the fallen Jedi Darth Vader. Based on his costume from The Empire Strikes Back, now commemorating its 30th-anniversary, this 8 1/4” tall statue is made of resin, hand-painted, and limited to 3,000 pieces worldwide. Scheduled to ship in January 2011. (133/SW001) (C: 0-1-3)
NOTE: Not available in France and Canada.

STAR WARS: SHADOW TROOPER 1/10-SCALE RESIN STATUE
Imported from France! The elite of the elite of the Imperial war machine were the Shadow Troopers. These soldiers for the Imperial cause wore the beauty of the Stormtrooper with the blackness of the Empire, creating a truly lethal combination. Their experimental cloaking armor enabled them to disappear in virtually any environment. This dangerous Imperial weapon is brought to life for Attakus’ Elite Collection Star Wars statue series. Standing 7 1/2” tall at 1/10-scale, the resin statue is limited to 2,500 pieces worldwide and comes with a Certificate of Authenticity. Scheduled to ship in January 2011. (133/SW003) (C: 0-1-3) NOTE: Not available in France and Canada.

STAR WARS: STORMTROOPER 1/10-SCALE RESIN STATUE
Imported from France! The stark white armor of the Imperial Stormtrooper is known — and feared — through the Galaxy, representing as it does a sign of Imperial might and strength. This footsoldier in the Imperial march across the galaxy is recreated for today’s collectors as part of Attakus’ Elite Collection Star Wars statue series. Standing 7 1/2” tall at 1/10-scale, this resin statue is limited to 2,500 pieces worldwide and comes with a Certificate of Authenticity. Scheduled to ship in January 2011. (133/SW002) (C: 0-1-3) NOTE: Not available in France and Canada.

O/A STAR WARS: LUKE SKYWALKER JEDI KNIGHT RESIN STATUE
Imported from France! The epic that is Star Wars wouldn’t have been that strong without the embodiment of the hero as represented by the young and tormented Jedi Luke Skywalker. Known as the savior of the galaxy, the young Jedi defeated the Emperor Palpatine and became the first Jedi of a new generation free from the Empire’s embrace. This hand painted and hand crafted resin statue features the young Jedi has seen in the Return of the Jedi with his gloved hand and his Jedi outfit. He stands in his ready pose, prepared to face his father once more. The statue stands nearly 15” tall, including the stand. This is a 1,500 limited series and comes complete with a Certificate of Authenticity and an inked numbering under the statue’s stand. This item comes in a specially designed box and is ready to display. Available Now! (133/C139) (C: 1-1-3) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and South America.

O/A STAR WARS: LUKE SKYWALKER JEDI KNIGHT RESIN STATUE
Imported from France! The epic that is Star Wars wouldn’t have been that strong without the embodiment of the hero as represented by the young and tormented Jedi Luke Skywalker. Known as the savior of the galaxy, the young Jedi defeated the Emperor Palpatine and became the first Jedi of a new generation free from the Empire’s embrace. This hand painted and hand crafted resin statue features the young Jedi has seen in the Return of the Jedi with his gloved hand and his Jedi outfit. He stands in his ready pose, prepared to face his father once more. The statue stands nearly 15” tall, including the stand. This is a 1,500 limited series and comes complete with a Certificate of Authenticity and an inked numbering under the statue’s stand. This item comes in a specially designed box and is ready to display. Available Now! (133/C139) (C: 1-1-3) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and South America.
From Capcom’s classic Resident Evil video games comes Hollywood Collectibles’ long-awaited Licker Diorama. Presented bursting through a window of the mansion, this amazing sculpt captures the mutated creature in every detail in a full 360 degree diorama. No detail has been spared — from the shattered glass and spent shotshells on the floor, to the claw marks in the outside wall. Standing approximately 14” tall (1/6 scale), this is the first in Hollywood Collectibles’ line of Resident Evil statues and dioramas. Scheduled to ship in January 2011. (7740/9223) (C: 0-1-4)